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Introduction
Let/: P-+Q be a smooth G-map between smooth G-manifolds P, Q where
G is a compact Lie group. The aim of this paper is to give sufficient condi-
tions for / to be equivariantly homotopic to an orthogonally isovariant map,
an isovariant immersion, and an equivariant embedding. We work in the
smooth category. In the PL category with G finite there is a result of Illman
[3], In the smooth category, when Q is a euclidean representation space,
there are also results of Wasserman [6], Marchow and Pulikowski [4], As
Illman pointed out in his paper the existence of equivariant PL and equivari-
ant smooth embeddings are questions of completely different natures. In the
PL category, conditions for the dimensions of fixed point sets of each sub-
group of G give a sufficient condition for the existence of equivariant embed-
dings. In the smooth category, however, those are not sufficient. Conditions
also for the normal representations around fixed point sets are needed.
Let G
x
 denote the isotropy subgroup of G at #eP. A G-map f:P-*Q
is called isovariant if G
x
=Gf(x) for every x^P. Let c?(P) denote the set of
isotropy types (i.e., conjugacy classes of isotropy subgroups) on P. For any
(#)<ΞΞJ(P) define
p(H) __ {
x
^p\ff js conjugate to a subgroup of GJ ,
-P(tf) = {x^P \H is conjugate to GJ .
v(P(πϊ) denotes the normal bundle of P(#) in P. The differential df of a smooth
isovariant map/: P—*Q induces a bundle homomorphism
df: KΛ*)) -> K0ur>) -
If, for every (ίf)e J'(P), df is a bundle monomorphism (i.e., a monomorphism
on each fibre), / is called orthogonally isovariant.
Our main results are Theorem 7.2, Corollary 7.3 and Corollary 7.4 stated
in section 7. Theorem 7.2 shows that, under conditions for the dimensions
of fixed point sets and also for the normal representations around them, a smooth
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G-map/: P-+Q may be equivariantly homotoped to an orthogonally isovariant
map. Corollary 7.3 (resp., Corollary 7.4) shows that, under extra conditions
for the dimensions of fixed point sets, / may be equivariantly homotoped to
an isovariant immersion (resp., an equivariant embedding),
Theorem 7.2 will be proved as follows. Let
be ordered in such a way that if H{ is conjugate to a subgroup of Hj thenj<i.
Assume/ is already orthogonally isovariant on a neighborhood of A=dP\JP^H^
U ••• \JP(Hί-J. First, using the condition (7.2.1), we show in section 4 that /
may be equivariantly homotoped relative to a neighborhood of A to a smooth
G-map g: P-^-O which is isovariant on P(Hί\ Next we want to homotope g
to a map which is orthogonally isovariant on a neighborhood of P(H*\ In
section 5 we will introduce obstructions to do so. We see that these obstruc-
tions vanish under the condition (7.2.2). Thus g may be equivariantly homo-
toped relative to a neighborhood of A to a map which is orthogonally isovariant
on a neighborhood of P(jf»5. Thus/ is equivariantly homotopic to a map which
is orthogonally isovaiiant on a neighborhood of dP\JP(HJ\J ••• \JP(Hf\ Con-
tinuing as above, / may be equivariantly homotoped to an orthogonally iso-
variant map, and Theorem 7.2 may be proved. Corollary 7.3 and Corollary
7.4 may also be proved by homotoping an orthogonally isovariant map induc-
tively as above.
1. Preliminaries
G always denotes a compact Lie group. Let P be a smooth G-manifold.
The conjugacy class (G,) of the isotropy subgroup at x^P is called an isotropy
type on P. All smooth G-manifolds considered in this paper have finite iso-
tropy types. If P is compact then P has finite isotropy types. Denote by <3(P)
the set of all isotropy types on P. For (H), (K)^<3(P) define (H)<(K) if and
only if H is conjugate to a subgroup of K. Then <3(P) becomes an ordered
set with the order < . For (ff)e <3(P) define
Then
pw) = GP" = {gx\g^G, x<=P"} ,
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where N(H) is the normalizer of H in G. P*, P
m
 and P{H) are N(H)-, N(H)-,
and G-invariant smooth submanifclds of P, respectively. If (H) is maximum
in <3(P) then Pm is also a G-invariant smooth submanifold of P.
Let TT: PH-*PHIN(H) be the canonical projection. The inverse image
of a connected component of PH/N(H) by TT is called an N(H)-component of
P*. Let {P?|aeCW)(P*)} be the family of all 7V(#)-components of PH.
Let Q be another smooth G-manifold, and f: P-*Q a G-map. For a^CN(H)
(Pa), ρ/cαo denotes the N(#)-component of QH containing /(P*). If G-maps
/, g: P-+Q are G-homotopic (denote by f—Gg), then 0/<β) =£>?(*)• If HdK
^c*, and define
Then, since (Q?(a))κ is a sum of connected components of ρ ,^ it is a smooth
submanifold of Q.
The dimensions of fixed point sets PH, (Q1(a))κ and so on are not homo-
geneous, that is, the dimensions may vary with connected components. If a
manifold M has not a homogeneous dimension, we denote by dim M the maxi-
mum of dimensions of M. In this connection note that Λf(£Γ)-comρonents P£,
Qfίa) have homogeneous dimensions.
A G-map/: P-*Q is called ίsovarίant if G
x
=Gf(x ) for every #eP. Equiv-
ariant embeddings are isovariant. However, equivariant immersions are in
general not isovariant.
Smooth G-manifolds P, Q considered in this paper have or have not bound-
ary. If P or ρ has boundary, immersions and embeddings /: P-»ρ satisfy
dP=f~\dQ). Immersions and embeddings in this paper are smooth ones, that
is, we work in the smooth category.
2. Simple case
In this section we consider the case in which P is of one isotropy type,
and prove the following three results.
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a compact smooth G-manifold with only one iso-
tropy type (H), and Q a smooth G-manifold with <3(Q) finite and containing (H).
Let f: P-> Q be a smooth G-map isovariant on a neighborhood of 9P in P. For
any a^CN(H)(PH) suppose that
dim P£<dim ρ;(Λ)-dim (ρ/(α))*+dim (N(H) Π N(K))/H
for any (ΛΓ)eJ(ρ) with H^K and with (ρ/cαO^Φφ Then there is a smooth
G-map g: P-> Q such that
(1) g is isovariant,
(2) g=f on a neighborhood of dP in P,
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(3) g^G f rel the neighborhood of QP in P.
Corollary 2.2. In Theorem 2.1, suppose furthermore that f is an isovariant
immersion on a neighborhood of dP in P, and suppose that
2 dim P* <dim ρ?
 (α)+dim N(H)/H
for any (x€ΞCN(H)(Pff). Then g may be chosen so as to be an isovariant immersion.
Corollary 2.3. In Theorem 2.1, suppose furthermore that f is an embedding
on a neighborhood of dP in P, and suppose that
2 dim Pi <dim Qf(a)+άim N(H)/H
for any a,ξΞCN(H)(PH). Then g may be chosen so as to be an embedding.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We proceed by induction on the number
If n(Q)=0, since
then / is isovariant in itself.
Suppose that n(Q)>l and that the theorem is valid for Q1 with
n(Q). Let (K) be an isotropy type maximal in J(Q) with H^K. Consider
smooth Λf(ίf)-maps
fH»=f\PH, PH»^QHfω, and
Passing 1 X/f to orbit spaces, we obtain a smooth map
1 X Wί : PSl*ί(H) -» Pϊ*»ω Qfω
Since (K) is maximal in <3(Q), N(H) (Qf(a))κ is an N(H) -invariant smooth
submanifold of Q¥(
a
)> and we see
N(H) (Q?ω)κ~N(H) X *(*>
 n
 i^αr) (07 w>) '
Thus
dim Λ^(fl) (βf
 (β,)' - dim (ρ7(α))*+dim N(H)/N(H) Π #(#) .
f « r t ) κ is a smooth submanifold of Pjf X^(jy)β/te) I f/ is is(>-
variant on a neighborhood ^4 of 9P in P, then
i x W?((^ n Pf)/N(fl)) n P* x
 w(
From the dimension condition of the theorem we see
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Thus we obtain a smooth G-map
such that
(i)
(2)
 gl=f on (BnP")IN(H), where £ (c.A) is a neighborhood of 9P
inP,
(3)
 Λ
^l X
The canonical projections
and
are smooth 7V(Jϊ)-fibre bundles. Thus, by the equivariant covering homotopy
property (a relative version of Bierstone [1]), gl lifts to a smooth N(H)-map
This map is followed by the projection
J°?x
and induces a smooth Λf(.£Γ)-maρ
such that
(1)
(2) g2=fa on C"ΠPf, where C (C.B) is a G-invariant neighborhood of
3P in P,
(3) &-*(*>/« relC HP*
Performing the same as above over all Λ^/^-components of PH, we obtain a
smooth JV(i/)-map PH-*QH. Since P^GxN(H) PH, this map extends equivari-
antly to a smooth G-map
which satisfies
(1) Ίmg,Γ\Q<*>=φ,
(2) g3=fonC,
(3) ^^G/relC.
Let Qi=Q-Q(K). Then g! is a smooth G-manifold with n(Q^=n
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— 1. £3 is isovariant on a neighborhood of 9P in P, and Im g3c:Qι. We may
see that
, and
ι)f,ω = dim β?W '
also see that
κ/
 , and
Thus g3: P— >£?! satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. So, by the hypothesis
of induction, we obtain a smooth G-map
such that
(1) g4 is isovariant,
(2) gι=g3=f on a neighborhood of 9P in P,
(3) £4— £#3— G/ rel a neighborhood of 9P in P.
Thus g4 satisfies the conclusions of the theorem. Q.E.D.
Proof of Corollary 2.2. We may assume/: P-»Q is isovariant. Then, by
restricting /a smooth N(H)-map
is induced. Passing this map to orbit spaces, we obtain a smooth map
fsIN(H) : PHIN(H) -» QHIN(H) .
By the hypothesis of the corollary this is an immersion on a neighborhood of
dP«/N(H) in PH/N(H). For any α<Ξ CN(H)(P») let
then
Thus, from the hypothesis it follows
2 dim P%/N(H)<dim Qfff^IN(H) .
So fff/N(H) may be homotoped to a smooth map
gl:P*IN(H)-~QaIN(H)
such that
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(1) g1 is an immersion,
(2) gι=/H/N(H) on a neighborhood of dPH/N(H) in PH/N(H),
(3)
 gl^fH/N(H) rel the neighborhood of QPHIN(H) in PH/N(H).
By the equivariant covering homotopy property (a relative version of Bierstone
[1]) gj. lifts to a smooth ΛΓ(#)-map PH-+QH. Since P^GxN(J1}PHy this map
extends equivariantly to a smooth G-map
such that
(1) ^2 is an isovariant immersion,
(2) £3— / on a neighborhood of 9P in P,
(3) g2—Gf rel the neighborhood of 9P in P.
Thus the corollary is proved. Q.E.D.
Proof of Corollary 2.3. This is essentially the same as for Corollary 2.2.
Q.E.D.
3. Technical lemmas
Let us number all the isotropy types on a compact smooth G-manifold P,
in such a way that (//,-) < (Hj) implies j <i. In the following we fix once and
for all such a numbering of <3(P). If (H) =(#,-) e J(P), then define
)^ u
Lemma 3.1. Lβί (//) ό^ α/z isotropy type on a compact smooth G-manί-
fcld P, and X a G-ίnvarίant neighborhood of 3P U (H}P in P. Then we obtain
G-invarίant compact smooth submanifolds M, P of P such that
(1) P=MUP, 9M-9PU9P, 9P-MΠP,
(2) dim P= dim M= dim P,
(3) M is contained in Int X and is a neighborhood of 9P U (/0P in P.
Proof. Let (H)=(Hi). Then, for any integer j with l<j<i, consider the
following assertion A(/).
A(y). There are G-invariant compact smooth submanifolds Mjy P, of P
such that
(1) P^Mj U Pj, 9Mj=dP U 9P;, dPj=Mj n Py,
(2) dim P-=dim M^dim Py,
(3) My ώ contaίnd in Int Jΐί αwrf is a neighborhood of 9P U (Hj}P in P.
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A(z) is equivalent to the lemma. We prove all A(j) by induction.
There is a G-invariant collar dPx [0, 1] of dP in P which is contained in
IntX. Then
M1 = 8Px[0, 1], and
satisfy the conclusions of A(l).
Assume A(^) is valid. Pψ? is a G-invariant smooth submanifold of P; ,
since P
 j has no isotropy type larger than (Hj). There is a G-invariant closed
tubular neighborhood T of jP(/V in P; which is contained in Int X. Let T°
be the open tubular neighborhood with the same radius as Γ, and let
Then L is a G-invariant submanifold (with corner) of P;. Take a G-invariant
collar dL X [0, 1] of QL in L which is contained in Int X. Then
1], and
, 1))
satisfy the conclusions of A(/+l), that is, A(/-f-l) is valid.
Thus the lemma is proved. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.2. Let P, Q be smooth G-manifolds, and P compact. Let M
be a G-invariant compact smooth submanifold of P with QMddP, and let A be
either a G-invariant open neighborhood of M in Py or M itself. Let f: P-» Q
and g: A-+Q be smooth G-maps such that
(1) g=f on AΓ\B, where B is a G-invariant neighborhood of QP in P,
(2) g\M^Gf\MrelMf}B.
Then we obtain a smooth G-map h : P— > Q such that
(1) h=f on a neighborhood of QP in P,
(2) if A is a neighborhood of M then h=g on a neighborhood of M in P,
and if A=M then h=g on M,
(3) h—Gf rel the neighborhood of QP in P, moreover, if /— £ on M then
h^Gf rel the neighborhood and rel M.
Proof. We prove the case in which A is a neighborhood of M. (The
proof for the case A=M is essentially the same (but easier).)
There is a G-invariant collar 3Px[0, 2] of dP in P which restricts to a
collar 9Mx[0, 2] of dM in M and which is contained in Int B. Let
P' = P-9Pχ[0, 2), and
M' = MRP' = M-dMx [0, 2) .
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There is a G-invariant closed tubular neighborhood Γ4δ(M), with radius 4δ>0,
of M in P which restricts to a tubular neighborhood Γ4δ(M') of M' in P' and
which is contained in A. By the hypothesis of the lemma there is a G-homo-
topy
such that
(1) H*=f\M,Hι=g\M,
(2) H is constant for ί e [0, 1] on M Π 5.
Define a G-map
as follows. For any x^T4δ(M') denote by ||#|| the length of x as a normal
vector. If 0< | \x\ \ < δ, define
if δ<|M|<2δ, define
h — ((2S
if 2δ<|M|<3δ, define
where π\ T48(M')-*M' is the canonical projection, if 3δ<||#||<4δ, define
and if *eP'-Γ;,(M'), define
where ΓJ^M') is the open tubular neighborhood with radius 4δ. Then h
λ
\
P'-*Q is well-defined. Consider the subspace 8Px[l, 2] of 9Px[0, 2]. By
using the fact that if is a constant homotopy of f=g on 3Mx {2}=(8Px {2})
Π My we obtain a G-map
A2:8Pχ[l, 2]->Q
such that
(1) A2=/on8Px{l},
(2) A 2=A 1onθPx{2},
(3) fι2=f=g on Γδ(M) Π 8PX [1, 2].
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Define a G-map
as h3=f on 9Px[0, 1], A3=A2 on 9Px[l, 2], and A3= ^  on P' '. Then A3 is
G-homotopic rel 9Px[0, 1] to/, and is smooth on 9Px[0, 1) U T\(M). The
desired smooth G-map h: P-+Q is obtained by equivariant smoothing of h3
(cf. Wasserman [6; Corollary 1.12]). Q.E.D.
4. Extension of isovariancy (1)
In this section we prove
Theorem 4.1. Let P, Q be smooth G-manίfolds with (#)eJ(P)Cci(£>),
P compact, and J(Q) finite. Let f: P— > Q be a smooth G-map isovariant on a
neighborhood of 3P U (/°P m P. For any a^CN(H) (PH) suppose that
dim P*<dim ρ?(
Λ)-dim (ρ?(Λ))*+dim (#(#) Π #(*))/#
/or any (K)^J(Q) with H^K and with (QIf(
cύ
))Kl^φ Then the isovariancy of
f extends over P(H\ that is, there is a smooth G-map g: P-*Q such that
(1) g is isovariant on a neighborhood of dP U (H)P and on P(H\
(2) g=f on a neighborhood of dP U (H}P,
(3) g—
 G f rel the neighborhood of dP U (H}P.
Proof. Let X be a G-invariant neighborhood of 3P U mP on which /
is isovariant. Let M ( C Int X) and P be G-invariant compact smooth submani-
folds of P obtained from Lemma 3.1. The smooth G-map /|P: P-*Q is
isovariant on ^Γfl P a neighborhood of 9P in P. If P^dX then there remains
nothing to be proved, and if not then (H) is maximal in <-J(P), and Pm is a com-
pact smooth G-manifold with the only one isotropy type (H). We may apply
Theorem 2.1 to a smooth G-map /|P(/O: POT->j2, and obtain a smooth G-
map
such that
(1) gl is isovariant,
(2) ft=/ on a neighborhood of 8P<*> in Ϊ*H\
(3) ^—
 c
/ 1 P<*> rel the neighborhood.
By Lemma 3.2, / 1 P(J7) and ft give a smooth G-map
such that
(1) g2=f on a neighborhood of 9P in P,
(2) g2=gι on P(J7), and hence ft i§ isovariant on P(H\
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(3) £2— cf I P(H) rel the neighborhood of 9P in P.
Define
by g=f on P— Int P, and g=g2 on P. Then £ is the desired smooth G-map.
Q.E.D.
5. Orthogonal isovariance and obstructions
Let /: P-> Q be a smooth G-map isovariant on a G-invariant open subset
X of P. Let τ(P), τ(Q) be the tangent bundles of P, <g, respectively, and df:
τ(P) -» τ(O) the differential of/. Let
where τ
x
(P) and τ/(;c)(j2) are the tangent spaces at x^P and f(x)^Q, respec-
tively. For x&X let K=G
x
=Gf(x). τx(P(K)) and rf(x^(Q(K)} are subvector
spaces of τ
x
(P) and τ/(x)(g), respectively, and we see
So Jj/ induces a homomorphism of quotient vector spaces,
dj:
If d
x
f is injective for any xEΐX, f is called orthogonally isovariant on .SΓ.
Now suppose that P is compact, (#)e J(P)cJ(Q), and that /: P-+Q is
isovariant on Pw and orthogonally isovariant on a G-invariant open neighbor-
hood X of 8P U mP in P. In this section we introduce obstructions for ex-
tending the orthogonal isovariancy of /over a neighborhood of P(H}.
By Lemma 3.1 we obtain G-invariant compact smooth sbumanifolds Λf,
P of P such that
(1) P-MUP, 3M-9PU9P, 8P-MΠP,
(2) dim P= dim M= dim P,
(3) M is a neighborhood of 9P U (//)P, and MdX.
Since P has no isotropy type larger than (H),
Let
Pω , and
be the normal bundles of P(#) in P, and of g(^) in O, respectively. Since /
is isovariant on P(H\ then
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So df induces a smooth G-vector bundle homomorphism
df: KPurt) -> *(£?(*>) -
Then df is a bundle monomorphism over some G-invariant open neighborhood
Y (C.X) of dP(H) in P(#), since / is orthogonally isovariant on a neighborhood
of QP in P. Let
/<#>=/ I Air) : AJBΓ) ~* £?(jsr) >
and consider the induced smooth G-vector bundle
If there exist /f-monomorphisms from fibres of u(P(#)) I ^# to fibres of
K£?(#>) I A#) °ver the same points of PH, then denote the set of all those H-
monomorphisms by
Mon«(v(P(a)) I PH, /Mδ(Λ I J5*)
By the standard manner we may give this a smooth N(H)-fibτe bundle structure
over PH. Passing this bundle to orbit spaces, we obtain a smooth fibre bundle
B
a
 = Monχp(#>) I PH, /?#>"(£(*>) I Pn)IN(H) - PBIN(H) .
For a nonnegative integer w, denote by BH(πn) the associated bundle to BH
by the τz-th homotopy groups of fibres. (See Steenrod [5 30.2] for its defini-
tion.) Since df is a bundle monomorphism over Y, df induces a smooth cross
section
S/: YaIN(H)^BH\(YH/N(H))
of BH on YH/N(H). There is an obstruction theory for extending sf over PH/
N(H) (see [5]). The obstructions are denoted by
; B „(*.-
(n=l ,2 , ..
Note that <tfι(f) is defined if and only if the following (1), (2) and (3) are satis-
fied:
(1) /: P~-*Q is isovariant on P(H) and orthogonally isovariant on a G-
invariant open neighborhood of QP U (/°P in P,
(2) By is defined, that is, there exist /ϊ-monomorphisms from fibres of
v(P(H)) to fibres of f*ιrp(Q(H)) over tne same points of PH,
(3) for any / with z<τz, ^(/) is defined and vanishes.
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Lemma 5.1. The vanishing of »nH(f) for any n with 1 <n<dim PHIN(H) is
a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a smooth G-vector bundle
monomorphism
such that
(1) φ covers fw,
(2) φ=df over a neighborhood of QP(H) in P(#>.
Proof. If such φ exists, we easily see that all »#(/) vanish. Conversely,
if all <$r(f) vanish, then there is a cross section
which coincides with sf on a neighborhood of dPHIN(H) in PHjN(H). By the
diίferentiable approximation theorem [5; 6.7] we may assume s is smooth.
s induces a smooth N(H)-cΐoss section
S: PH - Mon>(P(,>) I Pff, /(
and s also induces a smooth JV(/f)-vector bundle monomorphism
such that
(1) p covers /(//) | PHy
(2) p=df on a neighborhood of QPH in PH.
Since
then p extends equivariantly to the desired smooth G-vector bundle mono-
morphism
?> :"(£<*>) -»"(&*>)• Q E.D.
Let {Vj\j^J(H)} be a complete set of nontrivial, nonisomorphic, irre-
ducible, real representations of H. For any 7 &J(H) let
F, = Hom*(Fy> V,) ,
which is the reals R, the complexes C, or the quaternions Q. For nonnega-
tive integers m<n denote by V(my n\ Fj) the Stiefel manifold of m-frames (not
necessarily orthonormal) in the /z-dimensional vector space nFj over Fj. Note
that V(m, n\ Fj) is (dj(n—m-}-l)— 2) -connected, where d~ά\rs\RFj.
The fibre v
x
(P(H)) of v(P(H)) over x^PH is a representation of H, and splits
into
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ye jo?)
where mx ; are nonnegative integers. Similarly the fibre vy(Q(H)) of
over jy €Ξ £)# splits into
where ny j are nonnegative integers. Note
v(Pw}=v(P(H
The fibre of BH over [x]<=PH/N(H),
may be identified with
For tf<ΞP# let
λ*(/, *) - min {d,{nfωj-ιnXtJ+\) \ j<=J(H), ifi,.yΦθ} +dim
Lemma 5.2. For fl/zy x^PHΓ\P%, \
H(f, x) takes the same value.
According to the lemma, we define λ^(/) to be the same value of \H(f, x)
Proof, (i) Suppose that x and y belong to the same connected compo-
nent of PH Π P% Then f(x) and f(y) belong to the same connected component
of QH Π Q /(«)> since / is isovariant on PH. Thus we see that vx(P(H)) and ^/(Λ)
(O(^)), respectively, are isomorphic to vy(P(H)) and vf(y)(Q(π)) as representations
of H, This implies \*(f, x)=\H(f, y).
(ii) Suppose that x and y belong to distinct connected components of
PHf\P". PHΓiP% is the space of points whose isotropy subgroups are the
principal isotropy subgroup H on the N(H) -manifold P%. Since P^/N(H) is
connected, then PHΠP^/N(H) is so (see Bredon [2; Theorem 3.1, p 179]).
Thus it is sufficient that we only consider the case where y=ax for some a^
N(H). In this case, for any h^H and any v^v
x
(P(H)}, we see ahv=ψ(h)av
in v
ax
(P(H)}, where ^ is the automorphism of H defined by ψ(h)=aha~l. We
also see the similar for v f ( x ) ( Q ( H ) ) and *V(*>(£(ff>)=*/<«>((?<*>) These imply
Thus \H(f, x)=\H(f, ax) follows. Q.E.D.
Proposition 5.3. Suppose dimP£<λ£(/) for any a<=CN(H)(PH). Then
the bundle BH is defined, and
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H»(PHIN(H), dPHjN(H); 5,(*.-ι)) = 0
for any n>l. Hence all the obstructions *#(/) vanish.
Proof. Since N(H)/H acts freely on PH ΓΊ P* ,
dimN(H)/H<dimPffnPZ = dimP* .
So the hypothesis of the proposition implies m
xj<nf(x)j for any
and any j'e J(H). Thus BH may be defined. From
we see
dim PfflN(H) = max {dim PJ | a e CW) (P*)} - dim N(H)/H .
This and the hypothesis imply
*„_!( Π F(w,,y, fi/ω§y; Fj)) = 0
"
for any n with l<n<dimPH/N(H). Thus the cohomology groups in question
vanish. Q.E.D.
6. Extension of isovariancy (2)
In this section we prove
Theorem 6.1. Let Py Q be smooth G-manifolds with (#)<Ξ J(P)C
and P compact. Let f: P-> Q be a smooth G-map which is isovarίant on
and is orthogonally isovariant on a G-ίnvarίant open neighborhood of dP Π (/Γ)P.
Then the vanishing of *#(/) for any n with 1 <w<dim PH— dim N(H)/H is a nec-
essary and sufficient condition for the existence of a smooth G-map g: P-*Q such
that
(1) g is orthogonally isovariant on a neighborhood of 9PU(£Γ)PUP(^) in P,
(2) g= f on Pm and on a neighborhood A of 3P U mP in P,
(3) g^efrelP^UA.
Proof. Suppose that such a smooth G-map g: P-*Q exists. Then the
differential of g induces a smooth G- vector bundle monomorphism
and this gives φ such as in Lemma 5.1. Thus every »#(/) vanishes.
Let X be a G-invariant open neighborhood of 3P Π (H)P in P on which /
is orthogonally isovariant. Let M (C.X) and P be G-invariant compact smooth
submanifolds obtained from Lemma 3.1. Suppose, conversely, that
«»H(f)<ΞH»(PHIN(H), d
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vanishes for any n with
1 <ra<dim Pff/N(H) = dim P*-dim N(H)/H .
Then, from Lemma 5.1 we obtain a smooth G- vector bundle monomorphism
<P V(P(H)} -> V(Q(H))
such that
(1) φ covers /(#)=/ 1 P(H}: £<*)-»£?<*),
(2) φ=df over a neighborhood of 9P(#> in P(H).
Making use of φ and exponential maps, for a G-invariant tubular neighbor-
hood T of jP(jy) in P, we obtain a smooth G-map
gϊ-T +Q
such that
(1) i^ is orthogonally isovariant,
(2) gι=f on P(H) and on Γ Π B, where B is a G-invariant neighborhood
of 9P in P.
By Lemma 3.2, / and ^  give a smooth G-map
such that
(1) ^Γ2:=/ on P(H) and on a neighborhood of 9P in P,
(2) g2—gι °n a neighborhood of P(#) in P,
(3) g2—cf\P rel Λff) and Γel tne neighborhood of 9P in P.
Define
as ^ =/ on My and £=^2 on P. Then g is the desired smooth G-map. Q.E.D.
7. Main results
Let/: P-+Q be a smooth G-map. Denote by 6" the set of smooth G-
maps £: P-*Q which are G-homotopic to/ and isovariant on PH. For g^βf
and xEΞPHy we obtain the splittings into irreducible representations of /f,
and define
^) - min
Lemma 7.1. For any g^6f and any #eP#ΓlP*, \H(f) (g, x) takes the
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same value.
According to the lemma, for a smooth G-map /: P-» Q we define λ£(/)
to be the same value of \*(f) (g, x) for g^<Sf and x<=PH Π P« . Note that λ«(/)
may be defined when <S? is not empty.
Proof. In Lemma 5.2 it is already shown that if g is fixed then \H(f) (g, x)
takes the same value for any x^PHΓlP%. Thus it only remains to show that
\H(f) (g, #)=X*(/) (k, x) for g, Λe<?/. Since £ and k are G-homotopic, #(#)
and k(x) belong to the same connected component of QH. Thus vg(x)(QH) and
vk(χ)(Qa) are isomorphic as representations of H. We see
and
for some representation V of //. These imply ^(*) (£(#)) =z>*(*) (£?(#))• Hence
). Q.E.D.
Now we may state the main results of this paper.
Theorem 7.2. Let P, Q be smooth G-manίfolds with J(P)c <3(Q), P com-
pact, and J(Q) finite. Let f: P-+Q be a smooth G-map which is orthogonally
isovariant on a neighborhood of dP. For any (H)^J(P) and any a^CN(H)(PH),
suppose that
(7.2.1) dim P£<dim ρ?(β)-dim (QHf(ΰύ))κ+dim (N(H) Π N(K))/H for any
(K)SΞJ(Q) with H^K and with (QHf(<A}γ*φy
(7.2.2) dimPί<λ^(/).
Then there exists a smooth G-map g: P~-*O such that
(1) g is orthogonally isovariant,
(2) g=f on a neighborhood of dP in P,
(3) g~G f rel the neighborhood of QP in P.
Corollary 7.3. In Theorem 7.2, suppose furthermore that f is an isovariant
immersion on a neighborhood of 9P, and suppose that
2 dim P£<dim ρ^ + dίm N(H)/H
for any (H)^ό(P) and any a^CN(H)(PH). Then g may be chosen so as to be
an isovariant immersion.
Corollary 7.4. In Theorem 7.2, suppose furthermore that f is an embedding
on a neighborhood of 3P, and suppose that
2 dim Pi <dim ρ^+dim N(H)/H
for any (H)^JJ(P) and any a^CN(H)(PH). Then g may be chosen so as to be
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an embedding.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. By repeated applications of Theorem 4.1 and
Theorem 6.1, we may inductively construct the desired smooth G-map g:
P->Q. Q.E.D.
Next we prove Corollary 7.4. Proof of Corollary 7.3 is the same (or
easier) as for Corollary 7.4.
Proof of Corollary 7.4. We may assume f: P->Q is orthogonally iso-
variant. Let
J(P) = {(#,), (#2), ..-, (H.)}
be numbered in such a way that (//,•)<(#,•) implies j<i. For any / with 1<
i<α+l, consider the following assertion:
A(i). There exists a G-invarίant open neighborhood J7t of 9PU(/Γί)P in P,
and exists a smooth G-map g{: P^Q such that
(1) gi is orthogonally isovarίant on P, and is an embedding on Uiy
(2) gi=f on a neighborhood of QP in P,
(3) gi~G f rel the neighborhood of dP in P.
(Here, tfi=a+l, consider P=PW U — UP(/^ as WP.)
Since U
a+1 must be P, A(a+l) implies the corollary. We prove all A(i)
by induction. Letting gι=f, we see A(l) is valid.
We suppose A(ϊ) is valid, and want to prove A(i-\-l). As in the proof
of Lemma 3.1, we obtain a G-invariant smooth submanifold M of Q such that
(1) dimM-dimg,
(2) M is a closed neighborhood of QQ U Q(H^ U U Q{H*-*\
(3) ^71(M)C?7t , (This is possible from the fact that gj is isovariant and
that P is compact.)
(4) g7l(M) is a G-invariant compact smooth submanifold of P. (This
is also possible by making Im g{ and dM intersect transversally.)
Note that g7\M] is a neighborhood of 9P U (H^P. Let
and
L2= Q— Int M,
then both L
λ
 and Z2
 are
 smooth G-manifolds, and satisfy gi(L1)dl2 and 91,!=
gT1(QL2). The smooth G-map £, |Lι: Lλ-^L2 is isovariant on L1? and is an
embedding on a neighborhood of QL
λ
 in JL l β If P^P c C7f , then ί7, and £,
insure -4(/+l). And if not, then (Ht) is maximal in cί(Lj), and L^0 is a G-
invariant compact smooth submanifold with the only one isotropy type (//,-).
We may apply Corollary 2.3 to
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So we obtain a smooth G-map
such that
(1) A! is an embedding,
(2) h1=gί on a neighborhood of 3L(Λ} in Lψi\
(3) A!~
 G gi I Z//V rel the neighborhood.
We apply Lemma 3.2 to^ IZq and hly and obtain a smooth G-map
**2 1 ^ 2
such that
(1) h2=gί\L1 on a neighborhood of 9Lα in Lx,
(2) h2=h, on L<*<>,
(3) h2^^Ggi I Zq rel the neighborhood of 3LZ in Lx.
Define
as h3~gi on ^Γ^M), and h3=h2 on Zq. Then A3 is a smooth G-map, and is
an embedding on P(Hi} and on a neighborhood of dPU^^P. In virtue of
Proposition 5.3 and the hypothesis of Theorem 7.2, we see that the obstruc-
tions frϊrf.(A3) vanish. So, from Theorem 6.1, we obtain a smooth G-map
such that
(1) A4 is orthogonally isovariant on a neighborhood A of
(2) A4=/*3 on P(HJ and on a neighborhood B of 9P U (*'°P,
(3) /^G/*3relP^>Uβ.
Since Λ4 is an embedding on P
(H
^ and is orthogonally isovariant on a neighbor-
hood of P(Hi\ then h4 is an embedding on a neighborhood of P^ λ Further-
more, since h4=h3 on B, A4 is an embedding on a neighborhood of SPU^'+^P.
Let P be a G-invariant compact smooth submanifold of P obtained from Lemma
3.1 for the neighborhood A of aPU^'+^P. Applying Theorem 7.2 to h4\P:
P-+Q, we obtain a smooth G-map
such that
(1) h5 is orthogonally isovariant,
(2) A5=A4 1 P on a neighborhood of 9P in P,
(3) A5— G A4 1 P rel the neighborhood.
Define
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as gi+1=h4 on P— Int P, and gi+ι=h5 on P. Then gi+l has the desired property.
Thus we see that A(ΐ) implies A(iJ
Γ
l)
ί
 and this completes the proof of Corol-
lary 7.4. Q.E.D.
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